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Request Processing

response template
and session headers
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All server errors ultimately caught by dispatcher - this typically ends in a 500 (ie. internal 
server) response error. Best to catch and deal with errors earlier!



Templates

Templates are used to describe the basic or 
overall structure of a page

Areas of page where we require a variable 
content are filled by running some 
embedded Ruby code

Ruby code areas indicated using <% and %> 
tag pairs
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Template Processing
Builder templates

use the Builder library

typically used for generating XML, etc. 
output (see elsewhere)

ERB templates

course emphasis on these

RJS templates

used to generate JS files (see elsewhere)
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Rendering Templates
Say controller is products and action is show 
then default template is:

app/views/products/show.html.erb

Controllers force other templates to render 
with any of the following:

render(:action => ‘fake_action_name’) 

render(:template => ‘controller/name’) 

render(:file => ‘dir/template’)
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Obviously, as mentioned in previous lectures, only one render can have run by the end of the 
controller processing. Violating this results in a double render error!



Template Environment

Templates are processed in an environment 
with access to:

environment setup by controller and 
processing action

controller objects such as:

request, response, session, params

flash
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Tag Meanings

Characters at start of tag determine what is 
inserted

nothing simply execute the Ruby code

= apply to_s to Ruby code result before 
insertion

=h result has HTML escaping applied 
before insertion
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Its also possible to have the end tag prefixed with a minus sign (ie. -%>). This simply tells the 
template processing engine to exclude the newline from the output in the following HTML.
Failing to apply HTML escaping is a common cause of HTML injection and cross-site scripting 
attacks.



Template Helpers

Helper files are used to define methods 
containing code that is commonly used in a 
template

app/helpers/products_helper.rb

Defining helper methods helps keeps your 
views readable!!
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Sharing Helpers

Possible to share helpers across controllers 
using:

helper :products_helper

Rails has lots of predefined helpers to aid you 
in building up your templates

see Rails API for more information
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Recall from the week 10 lectures that we 
started developing a simple blog application

Example

value
title

created_at
entry

created_at

comment

name

email

Blog Feedback

Author

Tag
** *1

1

1

author_id

author_id
blogs_tags

blog_id
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Example
What about building some templates to aid 
viewing the blog entries?

script/generate controller blog index show
..

class BlogController < ApplicationController
  def index
  end

  def show
  end
end

ActionController::Routing::Routes.draw do |map|
  map.resources :blog
  ..
end
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We’ll assume that (somehow!) the index and show actions, in the blog controller, setup the 
instance variables @blogs and @blog respectively.
Since these instance variables will belong to the controller, they will be available to any 
template invoked or processed by this controller.



Example: index.html.erb
<h1>Blogs</h1>

<% for blog in @blogs %>
<p class='blog'>
	 <h3><%=h blog.title %></h3>
	 <div>
	 	 <b>Written by: <i><a href="mailto:<%=h blog.author.email %>">
            <%=h blog.author.name %></a></i></b>
	 	 <b>on: <i><%=h blog.created_at %></i></b>
	 </div>
	 <pre><%=h blog.entry %></pre>
	 <div>
	 	 <%= link_to "#{blog.feedbacks.size} comments", :action => 'show', :id => blog.id %>
	 </div>
</p>
<% end %>
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Example: show.html.erb
<h3><%=h @blog.title %></h3>
<div>
	 <b>Written by: <i><a href="mailto:<%=h @blog.author.email %>">
                      <%=h @blog.author.name %></a></i></b>
	 <b>on: <i><%=h @blog.created_at %></i></b>
</div>
<div>
	 <b>Tagged:</b>
	 <ul>
	 <% for tag in @blog.tags %>
	   <li><%=h tag.value %></li>
	 <% end %>
	 </ul>
</div>
<pre><%=h @blog.entry %></pre>
<% for comment in @blog.feedbacks %>
  <div class='comment'>
    <b>Comment by: <i><a href="mailto:<%=h comment.author.email %>">
                      <%=h comment.author.name %></a></i></b>
    <b>on: <i><%=h comment.created_at %></i></b>
    <pre><%=h comment.comment %></pre>
  </div>
<% end %>
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Debugging

Can start server in debugging mode

ie. with the option -u

code execution stops with an interactive 
prompt at debugger command

can also print out debugging messages with 
the debug command in templates
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